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from the Sultan establishing the Bulgarian Exarchate in early 1870. The Ecumenical 
Patriarchate, constantly on the defensive, finally pronounced the Exarchate as schis-
matic in 1872 for conflating nationalism (phyletism) with Orthodoxy. The only element 
missing was an independent Bulgarian nation-state to complement the Bulgarian 
national church.

Vovchenko demonstrates that diplomats and intellectuals enlisted an array of 
ideologies to preserve and maintain the idea, if not the reality, of the Orthodox East. 
Some turned to Pan-Slavism because it had the advantage of being anti-western, but 
the disadvantage of also being anti-Greek. Other authors found modified versions of 
Nikolai Danilevskii’s concept of “cultural-historical types” or Konstantin Leontiev’s 
“Byzantism” more suitable to the cause. Russian journals as well as Greek news-
papers in Constantinople found Pan-Orthodoxy and the idea of the Greco-Slavism 
particularly attractive and fruitful. Most telling, however, is that apart from conserva-
tive Russian intellectuals, a few committed diplomats, Ottoman Orthodox Christians 
fighting to preserve the status quo, and, perhaps, Ion Dragoumis and his small circle 
in Greece, there was not overwhelming support for containing Balkan nationalism.

The final chapter covers Russian views of Muslim Slavs. It is interesting in and 
of itself, but does not advance the argument that Russian intellectuals and others 
sought to preserve the Christian East. This, perhaps, reveals how the author could 
have made the study even stronger by encompassing the rich and valuable archival 
material within an intentional organizing principle and/or an explicit theoretical 
framework. In the introduction, there is passing reference to the concepts of fed-
erative structures and power-sharing institutions, but it is not sustained. In the 
middle of the book (217), the author mentions the work of Anthony Smith, Jürgen 
Habermas, and Eric Hobsbawm, but their conceptual edifices are not utilized. 
These minor critiques, however, do not diminish the importance of Vovchenko’s 
elucidation of how diplomats, churchmen, and intellectuals employed powerful 
conservative, supranational, and Pan-Orthodox ideas in their attempt to contain 
Balkan nationalism.
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The editors of this wide-ranging volume question—up to a certain point—the binary 
approach traditionally adopted by most historians of Europe who write about the 
categories “nation” and “empire.” Stefan Berger and Alexei Miller seek to loosen or 
perhaps even undo the traditionally dichotomous treatment these categories have 
received as “two profoundly different types of political organization of society and 
space” (2). Their strategy in this collection is to draw historians’ attention to pro-
cesses of ethnic nation building that took place in imperial cores. The volume reads 
as the product of several workshops and conferences where, over time, the scholars 
involved engaged actively with each other’s approaches. It includes sizable essays 
devoted to Britain, Denmark, France, Germany, the Habsburg Monarchy, Italy, the 
Ottoman Empire, Russia, and Spain, as well as five shorter essays that usefully com-
ment on general questions of comparison.

In tackling the intimate and complex relations that bound ideas of core nation-
hood to practices of empire, the editors make two related and critical arguments. 
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First, they remind us that the growing claims in the nineteenth century that particu-
lar ethnic nations constituted cores of the German, Russian, or Spanish empires (to 
name a few), often rested uneasily on untested presumptions of cultural homoge-
neity among peoples who often continued to see themselves more in terms of local 
and regional identifications than they did in terms of national ones. Moreover, nine-
teenth-century assertions of British or German ethnic nationhood, for example, were 
frequently products of specifically imperial practices that had brought together dispa-
rate and culturally heterogeneous regions and peoples in a single state. Many empires 
in the nineteenth century increasingly validated the idea that they rested on core 
nations, and worked to realize claims of a single national hegemony within a broader 
empire (for example, Russian nationalists in the Romanov Empire). In the second 
place, imperial projects could often grow out of an elaboration of national identifi-
cations in imperial spaces. As the essays in this volume demonstrate convincingly, 
nineteenth-century nationalists in several empires worked hard indeed to reorient 
admittedly multinational empires to specifically national cores, without arguing that 
their empires should become self-proclaimed nation states. The editors refer to this 
process specifically as an “imperial nationalism” whose ambitions did not extend to 
nationalize all imperially-ruled peoples or territories but rather to re-thinking empire 
as a resource or asset belonging primarily to a particular core nation. This point in 
particular undermines traditional presumptions that nation building within imperial 
borders sought to make national units congruent with political ones—a very post-
1918 idea—or that nationalist activists sought to replace imperial with nation-state 
structures. It also suggests that many imperial regimes were adept at using concepts 
of nationhood for their own legitimizing purposes.

This approach makes it easier to compare various European empires more effec-
tively without having to make problematic categorical distinctions that rest on spuri-
ous notions of relative national homogeneity (Russian or Habsburg multi-ethnicity 
versus alleged British, French, German, Italian, or Spanish ethnic homogeneity). 
Analyzing nationalizing processes in a range of imperial states across Europe under-
mines false categorical distinctions between an allegedly ethnically homogenous 
west and a complex ethnic mosaic in Europe’s east. These arguments also remind us 
that imperial state-building strategies in the nineteenth century often mirrored those 
of states that we call nation states. In fact, several authors argue implicitly that the 
traditional distinctions drawn between these two types of states may ultimately be 
of little value.

While stimulating and persuasive, the volume does suffer from two particu-
lar drawbacks. This reviewer wished that the editors and authors had gone even 
further in rethinking the relationship between ideas of nationhood and empire. 
Because so many ideas about nationhood developed within imperial institutions, 
why continue to see nationalism and empire building as somehow independent 
developments that struggled to accommodate each other? Why should attempts by 
nationalists to claim for themselves a role as imperial core be seen as an attempt 
to somehow reproduce the independent idea of a nation state? Ideas of nationhood 
were not the independent products of allegedly independent national communi-
ties that existed inside empires. Instead, they were usually the products of impe-
rial institutions. Ideas of nationhood depended for their very coherence on the 
particular imperial institutions that gave birth to them. Since the essays in this 
volume seek to undermine existing categorical dichotomies between national and 
imperial societies, why bother holding onto any distinctions between the two that 
are ultimately the product of claims made by nationalist historical actors them-
selves? The twentieth century self-styled nation state continues to haunt many of 
these essays as a teleological standard. By contrast, Andrea Komlosy’s fine essay 
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on the Habsburg Monarchy (and after 1867 the Austrian half) analyzes a telling 
example where the successful administrative, economic, social, and cultural inte-
gration of diverse territories and peoples depended on imperial principles of legal 
equality and economic integration and not on efforts to achieve increased linguis-
tic or ethnic homogeneity. When nationalisms of all kinds developed as political 
forces in Habsburg central Europe, thanks largely to Habsburg language policy, 
they depended intimately on empire and its institutions (schools, bureaucracies) 
for their coherence and political persuasiveness. In turn, the Habsburg Monarchy 
came to justify its imperial existence increasingly in the late nineteenth century as 
an effective protector and mentor of those small nations who would otherwise be 
consumed by their large voracious neighbors.

A second difficulty is more typical of ambitious collections of essays like this one. 
The quality of the essays is mostly high. Those that are less than excellent stand out in 
their inability to fit the intentions of the volume. Several of the authors engage fruit-
fully with each other—or with literatures outside of their national fields—but some, 
unfortunately, do not. These complaints should be taken as a spur to further research 
about the relationship between nationhood and empire. Perhaps we can soon move 
beyond these two traditional categories altogether—especially that of nation—in 
favor of less teleological understandings of political organization and ideologies in 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Pieter M. Judson
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This volume bores fourteen holes in the Iron Curtain in an effort to dispel a distortive 
image of Cold War Europe. It is time for historians to acknowledge that “[s]ocieites in 
the East and the West” were neither “fundamentally different” nor “fully separated 
during the Cold War,” (4) write the editors in their introduction. More theoretically-
inclined chapters like Anna Matyska’s eloquent study of Polish lives in Finland in 
the 1970s and 80s take the idea further, arguing that Winston Churchill’s “iron” and 
György Péteri’s “nylon curtain” project a false stability and homogeneity onto the 
eastern bloc (273). Communist governments signed cultural, economic, and scientific 
agreements with western governments based on historical affinities and present-day 
circumstances, and capitalist states did similarly. The chapters’ methodological and 
geographic orientation toward Europe’s margins calls attention to these nuances 
and contingencies. The book takes place far enough away from traditional centers 
of power to see where and how experiments happened, and far enough from con-
ventional archival sources to consider the responsible parties from multiple vantage 
points.

Regarding geography, it is hard to find any volume on Cold War Europe’s “entan-
gled histories” in which a German republic appears in just one of fourteen chapters, 
and even then as one of three case studies. The United States appears in two in pass-
ing. Add to this Britain’s starring role in one chapter and minor part in another, and 
the familiar western landscape recedes from view. Granted, France and the USSR 
are the most conspicuous countries, with four chapters apiece. One of the Soviet 
count concerns Estonia, however, and as Nicolas Badalassi reminds us in the lone 
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